


payment key.  The Qkey stores all the data on the key and provides a more intuitive and secure online 

shopping experience.   

 

Security and a Better Online Experience 

Imagine if retail stores required you to enter a password to enter the store, and then required shoppers 

to type in their credit card information on the store owner’s computer. Few would ever tolerate that 

experience.  However, every minute consumers in the U.S. spend more than $540,000 online, where 

consumers have to put up with these hassles while increasing their risk of becoming a victim of 

cybercrime.  

 

The problem is the Internet was created for sharing not securing. uQontrol is delivering a New Internet 

secured by proven technology where consumers are in control of their own privacy. The Qkey digital 

wallet emulates the best of the retail and online shopping experiences. Consumers can interact with a 

more natural, mobile-phone-like experience with one click access, touch screen navigations and a 

security process that is simple, familiar and seamless.   

 

Internet Security is Broken – the Qkey Fixes It  

Internet security systems continue to fail due to the reliance on purely virtual security solutions. Strong 

security requires a multi-layered approach incorporating both physical virtual security, personal 

authentication, encryption and a separate security element held off the grid by the user.  uQontrol’s 

approach is built around verifying personal identity and making people – not systems – smarter by 

putting advanced Chip and PIN technology, tokenization and encryption in the hands of consumers. 

   

The Cause and the Cure for Cybercrime  

Today’s Broken System   The Qkey Experience   
Unknown entity  
Online identity is an alias (user name or email) 
created by the user; can be copied and manipulated 
by hackers 

Valued customer  
Identity authenticated via a separate, secured 
element just like credit cards do today - creating a 
trusted two-way relationship  

Using “always on” devices  
PCs, tablets and mobile phones are continuously 
connected to public networks   

Private, removable device  
Encrypted digital key, locked and stored, on your key 
chain disconnected from the network 

   

Protected only by inherently weak passwords  
Created by the user and manually keyed in every time 
- open to forgetting and worse – skimming and 
hacking    

One master password opens secure, private 
browser  
No need enter URLs, personal data or card numbers      

Personal account information exposed on the 
browser or through keystrokes  
Consumers use a range of insecure methods, key 
entries, open browsers, and passwords tracking; 
exposing credit cards and personal information to 
cybercriminals 

Data secure in the palm of your hand   
All personal information is encrypted and stored on 
Qkey eliminating, key strokes, open browsers and 
weak passwords. Like keys and cards - Qkey is a “full 
contact” security device making the consumer the 
center of security. 

 



 

 

Premium Qkey Features and Benefits  

The Qkey will retail for $129 and is currently being offered in limited quantities for a pre-order price of 

$69.  Each Premium Qkey purchase includes a key chain, web camera blocker, one-year Qkey Premium 

Services as well as a free Qkey Basic key for a friend or family member. After the first year, there will be 

a $49 annual subscription to maintain the premium package. 

Qkey Premium Includes:    

Qkey premium key  

Key chain and web camera blocker   

Free Qkey Basic to give to friends or family 

Full mobile integration (coming soon)  

Value added applications (coming later in 2015)   

 

Qkey Premium Software Services (annual subscription after first year free)  

Additional Basic Qkey every year for friends or family  

Extended warranty  

Free Qkey replacements 

Automatic software and feature upgrades 

Mobile integration for mobile and tablet shopping security  

Remote Qkey wiping in the event of loss of theft  

PKI Cloud back-up option   

 

The Qkey Basic is available as a gift with your purchase and is not sold individually.  The Qkey Basic 

provides a high level of software security with the Qkey online shopping experience but does not include 

mobile shopping or app capabilities.  

 

 

 

 

 




